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Preface
This paper purposely retains a narrow focus and does not address all the aspects of Information Operations (10) . The intent is to take a thoughtful look at a specific aspect of modern operations as the general public of the United States may interpret them. This paper is further restricted by the author's desire to keep the material presented unclassified. Classified material was not used in the research and preparation of this document, and all source materials are openly available.
Due to the sensitive nature of some of the topics, the material presented has been List of Tables   TABLE 1: LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS USED xi 
SunTzu
As stated in the title of this paper, there is no known or easily identifiable line across which an information warrior dares not cross unless he desires to incite a future war. Traditional perceptions always attempt to interpret a new situation in old, familiar terms. Each observer will perceive an information operation differently. As the perceptions merge, ambiguity results.
United States Secretary of Defense William Cohen has stated on numerous occasions that
the United States must be ready for "asymmetric challenges" that circumvent national strengths, exploit vulnerabilities and threaten both military forces in the field and Americans at home. This asymmetric threat list includes terrorism, environmental sabotage, information warfare, weapons of mass destruction, psychological warfare, and others. 2 Future enemies will use any of these weapons based on the perceived ability to achieve their goal.
Historically, nations have used all weapons available to them, even if distasteful, illegal or immoral. Information warfare weapons are likely to be similar. One of the key measures of success for an information operation may be the inability to discern that an attack has taken place. On the other hand, if subsequently discovered, the use of stealth may be an additional impetus to view the operation as provocative.
In the days of the great European land armies, nations were easily able to identify their aggressors. As the invading force marched across a border, it usually came from a direction that could only be achieved by a single enemy. The enemy wore distinctive uniforms, carried their country's flag proudly at the fore, and announced their intent to attack beforehand. The matter of identification was never really an issue.
It was done similarly at sea. Tradition had each man-of-war sanctioned by a nation flying that country's ensign, or flag. Indeed, it became a further tradition that each ship would procure a "battle flag" that was many times larger than its every-day flag. Flying these massive colors stirred the souls and emotions of those aboard. It also clearly and proudly identified them to their foe. Battle flags were, and are, flown with the same spirit that led John Hancock to sign the Declaration of Independence with such a bold hand.
Formal means of identifying belligerents applies to an invading army, but does not address how to identify the cyber equivalent. The ability to ascertain rapidly and accurately the actors and their motives in an information attack is the linchpin of success for the remainder of the process. Unfortunately, the nature of many attacks precludes their rapid association with a particular individual or nation-state. This paper will first discuss the international Law of Armed Conflict to establish a historical basis for a declaration of war. A section follows this on information operations that covers capabilities, weapons and targets. A set of criteria is then explored that interprets the information operations against the Law of Armed Conflict and additional perspectives to develop a checklist that may be applied to an analytical method. Finally, there is a discussion of precedents from the legal, historical and cultural perspectives applying the analytical checklist previously developed.
The Law of Armed Conflict
Much has already been written concerning the Laws of War that will not be repeated here.
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However, a brief discourse is necessary to set the stage for further discussion. The term "Law of War" is a generally acknowledged term of reference, but not one of clear precision. A war does not need to be in progress to apply the law.
Conventional military attacks on traditional objectives are universally recognized as being under the legal adjudication of international law. This paper will address these common perceptions to illustrate the framework against which we will apply the necessary interpretations when speaking about "information weapons."
Treaties and Conventions
Nations have gone to some lengths and detail to clearly state the process by which they will go to war. The very term itself has changed as the concept has evolved. Initially, the body of international treaties (or conventions) and unwritten or customary law was codified under the umbrella term of the "Law of War." 4 Any treaty must additionally be interpreted with respect to the customary laws in force at the time of signing that were not included in writing.
In acknowledgement that nations typically no longer declare war on each other, but do still continue to engage each other militarily, this body of law has come to be referred to as the "Law These formal means of identifying belligerents applies to an invading army, but does not address how to identify the cyber equivalent.
On Land, At Sea, and In the Air
International conventions have consistently dealt with war "on land" and "at sea." This is easily understood, since people and nations were concerned with physical possession and use of territory. This separation worked well in the agrarian and industrial ages since the products of the land and their usefulness to the land's occupants represented real value. An enemy attack on an area, restriction, damages or occupation was considered an act of war.
This was easily extended to the seas. The world's oceans were divided into "international waters" and "territorial waters;" territorial waters were an extension of a sovereign nation's land area. 11 Any incursion into territorial waters, either on the surface or beneath it, was treated as an incursion on land.
With the invention of the airplane, international rules were extended to cover air space, based on rules governing the sea. Thus, the link to a nation's land was retained and reinforced.
A sovereign nation thus has control over the air, sea and land within its boundaries. (e) The use of the armed forces of one State which are within the territory of another State with the agreement of the receiving State, in contravention of the conditions provided for in the agreement or any extension of their presence in said territory beyond the termination of the agreement; (f) The action of a State in allowing its territory, which it has placed at the disposal of another State, to be used by that other State for perpetrating an act of aggression against a third State; (g) The sending by or on behalf of a Sate of armed bands, groups, irregulars or mercenaries, which carry out acts of armed force against another State of such gravity as to amount to the acts listed above, or its substantial involvement therein. The definition that reinforces the land equivalence for an act of war will be applied to information warfare. Our new definition of armed conflict can now be stated as being "wherever the sanctioned forces of a nation-state engage the sanctioned forces of an enemy nation-state."
In Cyberspace
Carl von Clausewitz abstractly described how war originates:
"Essentially, the concept of war does not originate with the attack, because the ultimate object of attack is not fighting: rather, it is possession. If one compares cyberspace to land, the earlier discussion on sovereign territory and the Law of Armed Conflict can be extended logically to computer systems and their infrastructure.
A simple definition of "attack" would be the entry or attempted entry into a system without authorization or for illegal use. If an agent, whether nationally sponsored or an individual, conducts an attack on a system that may have a significant impact on the national security or normal operation of systems or infrastructure within the land territory of a nation, it can be considered an attack by an armed force on land. This is a significant determination, and it must be tempered by the relative significance of the attack as discussed below.
Central to the application of the Law of Armed Conflict to Information Warfare is identification of the combatant and the neutral. In the cyber realm, a combatant is the individual who is actually conducting the electronic attack, regardless of location.
Information Operations 
SunTzu
Over time, there has been an increasing sophistication and precision in terminology with
•regard to information operations (10) . It has occurred as understanding of the subject area has matured. In the earliest days, it was "password security." This has morphed and expanded to "computer security," then "information systems security," to "information protection," to "information assurance," to "information warfare," and now "information operations." 15 Later concepts subsumed some of these as the scope of consideration and understanding expanded.
To conduct any type of information operations, two basic requirements must be met:
access to the system and an understanding of how it works. In the case of a radar, knowledge of the antenna location and operating frequency permit jamming, a practice that has occurred almost since the system was invented. Military combat computer systems are more difficult to attack due to secure communications and unique programming, making them tempting targets for hackers who cannot resist a challenge. By extension, it is almost impossible to assess whether the attack is successful, except by watching the response or listening to intercepted communications. This is true for either the radar example or the computer attack. 16 Information operations are best defined in Joint Publication 3-13:
"10 involves actions taken to affect adversary information and information systems while defending one's own information and information systems. 10 apply across all phases of an operation throughout the range of military operations, and at every level of war. Information Warfare (IW) is 10 conducted during time of crisis or conflict (including war) to achieve or promote specific objectives over a specific adversary or adversaries. This definition presumes operations are in progress prior to the commencement of
hostilities. An opposing force can be reasonably expected to do the same. The flow of information operations is illustrated in Figure 1 .
Peace ►I Return to Peace
It can be seen that information operations are intended to be in progress just before and during the crisis stage preparatory to war. The magnitude and significance of these operations will be tailored to the adversary. The heightened public awareness that coincides with any international crisis will magnify the impact of information operations revealed publicly. A news media frenzy will likely erupt, illustrating that the drive for excellence in journalistic endeavors is alive and well. 19 The attackee's control of how these information operations are presented to the world news media may be as vital as the strategic effect of the operation itself. The initial public interpretation ("spin") attached to the information operation will be an important aspect of the operation's comparison with it being an act of war. The attackee must identify the attacker and promote indignation that the attacker would carry out an 10 attack. Once reliably identified, the attacker must justify the attack according to the Law of Armed Conflict.
Capabilities
Military forces use offensive information operations across the full range of operations to target an enemy's decision making process. To be effective, without being excessive, they must have clearly established goals, support the overall national and military objectives, and include identifiable measures of success. The selection and subsequent employment of offensive information operation capabilities must remain appropriate to the situation and consistent with U.S. strategy and objectives. The actions must be permissible under the Law of Armed Conflict, consistent with any applicable domestic or international laws, and be in accordance with any applicable rules of engagement.
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One Chinese author considers a full spectrum of information operations as being necessary beforehand to the application of firepower, specifically with respect to precision guided munitions and the tracking, aiming, reconnaissance, and fire control of guns.
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The hierarchy of information operations is illustrated diagrammatically in Table 2 . Information operations within the realm of traditional military activities are excluded from the realm of "covert action," as is discussed later. This opens up large areas of the offensive information operations spectrum. This is especially relevant for Command and Control Warfare (C2W). As a subset of offensive information operations, many C2W techniques are considered "traditional" and still fit outside the covert realm.
The National Command Authority may desire to retain approval authority for certain information warfare capabilities that could have a significant impact on an enemy's civilian populace. As long as the targeting decision meets the legal analysis of: " (1) whether to apply the Law of Peace or the Law of War; (2) the legitimacy of the target under international law and the Law of Armed Conflict; and (3) the procedural requirements for obtaining appropriate approval for individual targets or plans," 23 the use of offensive information warfare is lawful.
Weapons
In exercises, strategic information warfare has had seven defining features: low entry cost, blurred traditional boundaries, an expanded role for perception management, a new strategic intelligence challenge, formidable tactical warning and attack assessment problems, difficulty of building and sustaining coalitions, and vulnerability of the United States homeland. 24 These affect and influence the development of this new, cyber weapon technology. Three of these seven are of greater significance.
First, since interconnected computer systems allow access from almost anywhere on the planet, the strategic intelligence challenge to identify the location cannot be based on the location of the attacking equipment. Instead it must use a deeper analysis of capability and intent to locate the guiding and directing influence that is controlling coordinated attacks. This does not remove the requirement to trace and locate the actual weapon directors, the attackers, once they launch the attack.
Second, the remote location of the "weapon site" almost guarantees a lack of tactical warning, and greatly compounds the difficulty of assessing the attack since cyber weapons have the longest range in the world. A central clearinghouse, akin to a tactical command post in the field, is mandatory in order to reduce time in collating reports. Nation-states have been fortunate in that hacking "thrill seekers" seem to be the most common deliberate attack so far. 25 Nation-states themselves are likely staying away from massive, coordinated attacks with no strategic goal in order to avoid the climate of "mutually-assured annoyance" 26 it would likely guarantee.
Third, the major defining feature is the vulnerability of the U.S. homeland. Catch phrases such as "in the cyber dimension there are no boundaries," 27 "information warfare has no front line," 28 and "digital Pearl Harbor" 29 have become synonymous with the threat these cyber weapons pose. Most people in the U.S. have little concern for this fact as long as it does not affect their lives. When the impact does occur, the public's response will be swift and indignant.
The U.S. arsenal today contains at least two hardware information weapons. The Navy Tomahawk cruise missile can be armed with a special warhead that sprays fine, specially treated wires over outdoor electrical grids. The Air Force Wind Corrected Munitions Dispenser can spray a cloud of minute carbon fibers that coat the surface and internals of antennas and electronic equipment, rendering them useless. Two possible future systems involve the use of high-powered microwave generators and lasers. 30 Software weapons are freely available on the Internet and rely on known security problems to exploit weaknesses in improperly configured systems. The very standards that make the Internet work are its weakness. 31 Part of this is due to the widespread use of free server software that had bugs and programming holes. While corrected over time, systems administrators continued to use earlier versions, mostly because of a "if it works, don't mess with it" philosophy. New systems are configured by copying old setups, propagating the problem.
Targets
President Clinton stated that "Our responsibility is to build the world of tomorrow by embarking on a period of construction-one based on current realities but enduring American The PCCIP evaluated these infrastructures, assessed their vulnerabilities, and deliberated assurance alternatives. While a physical attack was considered, the Commission "focused more on cyber issues than on physical issues, because cyber issues are new and not well understood." 34 Government computer systems are an obvious target, in particular those of the military services. Hostile nation-states will be interested in these targets for strategic or tactical information. Thrill-seeking hackers will be in it for the challenge. Terrorist or hate groups as well as nation-states will be interested in causing disruption or loss.
What will be attacked? The system must be accessible, understandable, and vulnerable.
Special purpose or older systems with uncommon interfaces are the least vulnerable. This is particularly true if access must be via a dial-up modem. Internet-connected systems running standard software that identifies itself are much more vulnerable.
A Cyber Act of War
A threat is traditionally identified as a capability linked to hostile intent. This link is vital to the traditional function of the intelligence services, since they could see who had the capability and evaluate intent to determine threat level. Cold War weapons were large, expensive, took years to develop and required the assets of a nation to support. Today, the threat need not be from a nation-state. The weapons are no longer expensive and frequently have legitimate peacetime applications.
Hostile attempts to damage, misuse, or otherwise subvert critical infrastructures are the primary focus of a national policy, since natural disasters, poor design and accidents may occur at any time. The following criteria are intended to be the broad categories that are used in determining the severity of a hostile information operation. The criteria also show how 10 could be the pivotal event leading to war.
Identification
The ability to ascertain rapidly and accurately the actors and their motives in an information attack is the linchpin of success for the remainder of the process. Unfortunately, the nature of many attacks precludes their rapid association with a particular individual or nationstate.
Beyond accidents and negligence, threats to computer systems run from prankish hacking at the low end to organized, synchronized attacks at the high end. The basic tools used for an attack are widely available. 35 The PCCIP identified that the most worrisome computer threat is from an insider who has legitimate, authorized access to a computer system or network. These insiders may be either willing or unwitting.
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The association of a computer location or user to a nation-state requires a parallel effort of both communications intelligence (COMINT) and human intelligence (HUMINT) resources. If the attack is being committed by proxy, HUMINT and COMINT may be the only means to determine the relationship between the attacker and the sponsor.
Attack
The PCCIP identified two broad categories of threats: physical and cyber. The physical threats such as bombing or malicious entry are very well understood and have well-proven means for protection and surveillance. A cyber attack is relatively new, not well understood or fully appreciated.
The origin of a cyber attack will influence who has jurisdiction and responsibility, as well as who may pursue information on the perpetrator(s) based on current United States Code. A physical attack with its attendant destruction or disruption will be handled by domestic law enforcement.
Damage
Executive Order 12958 provides a guideline to establish a method to measure the significance of an information attack, using the classification levels for national security information. 37 Using this Executive Order as a guide, the following terminology may be used to describe the severity or magnitude of an information attack: These severity criteria are arbitrary, but may be useful since they equate to an already familiar and well-used method of classification.
Evaluation of the damage must be done in three ways. First, those who directly operate the attacked system must determine exactly what was done, how it was accomplished, and the estimated time and cost for recovery. Second, higher level supervision must evaluate peripheral or cascading damage and what impact the attack will have. Third, the highest manager must assess the psychological and, potentially, emotional impact of the attack.
The Public
The "public" involved with an information operation is present in both of the involved nations. How the public forms an impression and interprets an information operation is largely dependent upon how the details are presented. This may presume attribution of the attack to a specific State. Perception is one of the primary forces driving public sentiment, especially with a worldwide electronic audience.
First, an official press conference should include an official acknowledgement (or refutation) of the event, supporting information, and a statement of policy. All should be prepared before hand; classified operations could end up with extremely public consequences that must be anticipated.
Second, reporters' background knowledge of the subject and how it influences their follow-on questions would allow an expanded explanation of the government's actions.
Historically, reporters in the United States have gone for the dramatic and exciting rather than the boring and factual. They frequently seem to approach reporting as if every action is illegal or bordering on illegality. If a reporter is operating on the edge of or beyond his realm of knowledge, the possibility of rampant speculation, willingness to believe and report to the public goes up exponentially. Off-the-record background briefs on general technology and policies as well as the legal basis are required.
Third, a news organization usually performs follow-up analysis of the information with one or more experts. Since the general public cannot always be completely informed on the background prior to an operation, these individuals provide the context that the public lacks. It would be especially important to detail the aspects of international law that cover the attack.
Unless the attacker is a nation-state, the attack will probably be completely anonymous.
The non-state actor may reveal the attack to a news organization by facsimile, letter or email.
The attacked government may be exercising news conference damage control with minimal or no confirmed details. Since government officials rarely desire to comment without complete information, this leaves the interpretation of the event open to speculation rather than informed analysis. Additionally, the FBI may restrict the release of details if there is a suspicion that a United States person may be involved with the event.
Prior Events
Prior events have a direct and major impact on perception. The assassination of Archduke 
Definition
How do you apply the above criteria to determine if the information operation equates to an act of war? The following discussion provides a checklist approach. It must be emphasized that any analysis must be tempered with the informed opinions of people knowledgeable with all the facts of the case.
The effective determination of a act of cyber war will be based on a combination or checklist version of the previously listed areas. Each will have to be evaluated, all combined, and then a determination made. The following sequence is one possibility. Presidential Finding is made authorizing the Department of Defense to take covert actions which are intended to achieve a particular objective. 40 The laws that cover covert information operations are in Title 50, Section 413b of the U.S.
Code. This statutory framework requires that the President submit a written Finding to Congress describing why a particular action is necessary to support identifiable foreign policy objectives, and why the action is important to the national security of the United States. This process must be complete before the President can authorize any United States Government entity to engage in covert action. These laws and regulations adequately address the conduct of information operations that may lead to another nation-state interpreting an operation against them as being an act of war.
This places the oversight at the Presidential level with the Finding being the vehicle to ensure that the Congress remains informed.
Historical
Historical precedents made public to date have been small-time hacking incidents attributable to single or small groups of hackers seeking recreational thrills. With each event, the public gets another bit of information to form an impression on the U.S. vulnerability and perceived level of damage caused by the attack. Typically, the targets have been non-sensitive or unclassified systems. There has not been a great impression of vulnerability or lasting consequences.
Additionally, there has been no public evidence of a single source collating the information gained from multiple attacks. According to published accounts, the authorities have found the direct perpetrator, but have infrequently traced a behind-the-scenes director or mentor.
Cultural
This is much more difficult to explore since cultures and points of view differ greatly.. Social mores are so significantly different that only the U.S. perspective will be reviewed.
A cultural view of an act of war will be based on past actions and incidents. The 1990
Iraqi invasion of Kuwait was globally recognized as an act of war based on the impression of a larger, stronger nation attacking a smaller, weaker one with little or no warning. The public's view of the event would have been significantly different had Iraq focussed its attack only on Kuwaiti computer networks, telephone systems, and broadcast facilities. With no tanks in the streets, fires, clouds of smoke, or deaths, people would have been less impressed. They would have had nothing tangible to evaluate and compare the impact against.
This requirement for the public to have something tangible is key to understanding the magnitude and direction of its reaction. Often, the "public's" reaction is that of the press or its elected leaders. Both are the most immediately available for comment in this CNN information age. Polls and surveys take longer to assemble and can vary widely based on how informed the survey participants are and their depth of understanding of background or key preceding events.
With this cultural filter in place, information can be presented with an inaccurate or biased "spin" that may only confuse the issue. This type of media event has been present in several
Washington political crises. Each time, polls and surveys show public opinion to be much more conservative than the salacious news organizations have believed (or desired).
Conclusions and Recommendations
There is no firm set of criteria to judge an information operation to determine if it constitutes an act of war. Such a magical list would be wonderful, but it is not achievable due the inherent ambiguity in cyber attacks and the attendant necessity to rely on perception to judge an act as warlike. With so many people involved, all with different opinions, consensus building in the heat of the battle may be impossible. In the U.S., this is further complicated in that only
Congress may declare war; this is an event that appears to have drifted out of vogue.
Some things, however, can be done. With adequate information, a response in kind can be launched. Worldwide publicity can be invoked against the attacker with the U.S. interpretation dominant. This interpretation can include the phrase "act of war" to generate the impression in the target audience of the perceived severity without actually declaring war. This follows well with the Law of Armed Conflict's Principle of Military Necessity as well as proportionality.
Escalation should be avoided. A physical weapon of mass destruction may never equate to a cyber weapon of mass disruption. Such a. leap of intuition will come only after major cyber attacks have been launched and the public can see and evaluate the results to form their opinion.
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